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After the acquirement of its independence Kazakstan has articulated its position on the problem of nuclear
weapons non-proliferation. As far as in the period of the USSR existence, obeying people's will, Kazakstan President
Nursultan Abishevich Nazarbayev issued the Decree of closing Semipalatinsk nuclear test site. It should be noted that
after the USSR collapse a huge nuclear inheritance, including uranium industry, enterprises on uranium processing and
production of the fuel for nuclear facilities, experimental and commercial nuclear reactors, powerful scientific &
technical potential, and nuclear weapons as well, specifically «... 104 stationary based missiles SS-18 having 1400
nuclear warheads», remained on the territory of Kazakstan. This circumstance required from the Kazakstan leadership,
within the shortest possible time, to develop the state policy strategy both as regards nuclear weapons and interstate
policy regarding the atomic & industrial complex. The Republic signed the Lisbon Protocols to the Treaty between the
USSR and USA on the reduction and limitation of strategic offensive arms, where Kazakstan engaged to join with the
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as a strategic offense arms-free state. Soon the Republic has fulfilled its obligations and,
on 13 December 1993 after its joining with the Treaty, in conformity with its provisions the IAEA Safeguards
Agreement between the Kazakstan Government and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was concluded and
came into force in 1995 after its ratification by the Decree of the Republic President. Currently all country' nuclear
installations have been placed under the IAEA safeguards. On September 1993 the Republic was joined this
organization at the IAEA General conference.

The state adheres firmly to non-proliferation principles. All nuclear weapons have been removed from its
territory, works resulting military sphere of nuclear power use, have been terminated. A wide program of the former
military research infrastructure conversion - it concerns both the specialists involved before in the USSR military
programs and infrastructure of testing sites, is being performed by the support of a number of foreign countries.
Everybody knows now the joint Kazakstan/USA operation under its coding name «Sapphire» on withdrawal of highly
enriched nuclear materials from the territory of Ulba Metallurgical Plant to be processed at the USA enterprises. There
were materials of direct use, it means that nuclear explosive devices can be produced using them. There was no point for
Kazakstan which refused from nuclear military programs, in storing such materials on its territory, and it was not
profitable as well - guarding was too expensive, and their reasonable peaceful utilization in future was not expected. In
addition, removing the materials to the USA the risk of their proliferation was decreased.

Another great conversion program activity is the infrastructure liquidation of the former testing holes on the
Semipalatinsk test site. For the Republic - it is a confirmation of the complete non-nuclear position, the creation of a
non-renewal nuclear weapon testing on its territory. At the same time a problem of radiation safety at the test locations is
being solved. In conformity with this fact the appropriate agreement, which is being performed successfully now, has
been signed between the U.S. Department of Defense and Ministry of Sciences and New Technologies of the Republic
of Kazakstan on October 3, 1995.

A sensitive information is present on the area of the former testing site. The traditional IAEA safeguards are used
to nuclear facilities and nuclear materials, it means that using the signed IAEA agreement our state demonstrates for the
world community that there are no any illegal activity in Kazakstan and nuclear materials are not conversed for their
illegal use. But the sensitive information is out of the safeguard system , and sometimes causes difficulties while their
application. The key issue which bothers us while realizing the Safeguards Agreement is how completely data on
materials and facilities, used before in defense usage, can be presented to the non-nuclear states inspectors. After a series
of consultations with the IAEA and Russian Federation being the USSR assign in this sphere, there were found out
suitable forms and procedures of the safeguards application on the former Semipalatinsk Test Site facilities.

A state system of nuclear materials control and accounting has been developed and run in the Atomic Energy
Agency. Data of all nuclear materials throughout the country are collected in it, and on the basis of which the reports to
the IAEA are prepared. Monthly the IAEA inspections take place at all nuclear installations, when accounting records
and reported-physical inventory difference are inspected. Verification of all nuclear materials is performed once a year.
It means that the system of nuclear materials control and accounting, reporting and IAEA inspection activity provides
the clarity of nuclear activity at the country area. But to increase safety of non-proliferation regime support is required
to develop the effective state physical protection system of nuclear materials and facilities. Now the Atomic Energy
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Agency has prepared a draft of the State conception on physical protection, which is in the process of getting agreement
with the Republic Government. Another important component of the state non-proliferation regime support system is
nuclear export/import control. The export of nuclear materials and dual use materials is controlled by the state on the
basis of the Law on arms, military equipment and dual use materials export control. Nuclear import control is performed
for the time being according to the relative decisions of the Government. It should be noted that these three components
are the integral and interdependent parts of the single state nuclear materials control system guaranteeing the support of
non-proliferation regime in the Republic. Depending on the fact as far as effective they'll work and as far as effective
will be the operation of the whole system, so effective will be supported the non-proliferation regime conditions. The
whole of these was reflected in the draft of the Atomic Power Use Law.

Kazakstan nuclear activity is controlled on the basis of legal and standard base, the most part of which remained
from the USSR time. In the time of transition to the market economics the requirement to make significant changes in
provisions of the regulating documents is arisen. First of all it concerns of the legal base. Coming to the world scene as a
non-nuclear state Kazakstan engages to harmonize its legislation with the international atomic law regulations.
Unfortunately, there is lack of lawyers in the Republic who specialize in this sphere of jurisprudence. Therefore the first
Law in the field of Kazakstan peaceful nuclear activity control, issued by the Atomic Energy Agency officials,
underwent an examination by experts of international institutions, in National Boards of other states. The legal base of
the atomic power use control includes the following documents:

- The Legal Code of the Republic of Kazakstan, Decrees and
Orders of the President, Parliament Decisions;

- Government and State Administration Board Decisions, Status on Regulating and Supervision Agencies;
Standard Documents;
State and Industrial Standards, Building Standards and Rules;

- Departmental Standard Documents;
- Operation and Technological Documentation;

The following state offices are in charge to make supervision and control of nuclear activity now:
State System of Nuclear Materials Control and Accountancy - Atomic Energy Agency;
Physical Protection - Atomic Energy agency, Ministry of Internal Affairs, National Security Committee;
Export control - Atomic Energy Agency, Ministry of Industry and Trade, Customs.

The policy of the Republic of Kazakstan in the sphere of nuclear weapon non-proliferation is based on the equal
in rights partners' relations with other states without discrimination by any political motives. The sole but obligatory
cooperation condition is a strict observance of nuclear weapon non-proliferation principles. In the internal country
policy the issues of non-proliferation regime support take one of the central place, and the government efforts are
directed to solve them. The nearest target is to create in the country the adequate legal base of atomic power and
infrastructure usage control of the state supervision and control offices of all nuclear activity types in the Republic.
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